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If the code does not clear, turn off the circuit breaker or unplug the oven for five minutes, and
then restore the power. Error codes on ovens with electronic displays help to narrow the
problem, but the first step in diagnosis is clearing the logic board and error code. In some
cases, this is the only repair needed. However, if the code reappears, the owner should have a
professional repair the unit. If the error code indicates a problem with the door lock, clearing the
code does not always resolve the issue immediately. Manufacturers design the door lock to
remain in the locked position until the oven has time to cool after cleaning. Once it reaches the
set temperature, door locks disengage again. Prior to solid-state appliances, the oven owners
had the ability to purchase parts and replace them until the oven worked correctly. While the
error codes help to narrow the problem, they are often ambiguous. The same code can indicate
a failure of the keypad or the clock unit, both of which are expensive enough that a service call
would likely be the most economical option. More From Reference. How to Use a Personal Loan
Calculator. Mailing a Letter to Japan? If you looking for how to identify error codes on your
Whirlpool or Maytag washing machine, this information will guide you through. If indicators
come on, check the functionality for the three buttons used to activate the Service Diagnostic
mode. Action: If all console indicators begin flashing on and off immediately, replace the user
interface. When the oldest fault code is displayed, additional presses of the 3rd button will
result in a triple beep, then display of the most recent fault code. Pressing and holding the 1st
button used to activate the Service Diagnostic mode for 5 seconds. Sud â€” Fault is displayed
when Suds prevent the basket from spinning up to speed or the pressure sensor detects rising
suds level. During the cleaning cycle, a load was detected inside the drum. Clear error code and
run a Cleaning Cycle to verify problem. One of the main relays is not working properly. Motor
Control Unit MCU has an internal malfunction, repeating under or over voltage, or over current
conditions. The use of analog pressure sensor or digital pressure switch is model dependent,
but the procedure to detect this error does not change. Check connections from tub to air trap,
air trap to pressure hose, and pressure hose to pressure sensor. This code is generated if the
door has not been open for 3 consecutive cycles, or the door switch is open while the door is
locked for more than 5 seconds. The overflow condition occurs if there is too much water or
foam in the washer and the overflow contact on the pressure switch is closed for more than 2
minutes, 30 seconds or 5 times during the same cycle. If overflow occurs, the valves are closed
and the drain pump switches on for at least 30 seconds. If less than 0. If the drain time exceeds
8 minutes without reaching reset level in pressure sensor, the valves are turned off and the
drain pump will stop running. Washer drains for 4 minutes, pauses 5 minutes, then tries again
for 4 additional minutes of draining. The control is unable to properly detect motor speed and
the machine will shut down. If a failure occurs during high-speed spin, the door will be unlocked
after three minutes. The main control has detected a short in the motor control unit. If the
Overflow contact on the pressure switch is closed for more than 60 seconds, an Overflow
condition will occur. Turn off hot and cold water faucets and unplug the unit before servicing. If
there is an error reading this data it will cause this error. If the MCU detects multiple resets or
errors during a wash cycle it will go into this error mode. A Door Unlock Error occurs if the door
cannot be unlocked. It will try to unlock the door 6 times before displaying the error code. A
Door Lock Error occurs if the door cannot be locked. It will try to lock it six times before
displaying the error code. The motor control unit senses a suds lock condition by analyzing the
current draw on the drive motor. This may signify a bad pump, an extra heavy load, excessive
detergent, or excessive suds. I have a whirpool front loader and the display says door locked in
red error messages were E 02 and F Hello John, this error F6 E2 is a major issue, which not
easy to troubleshoot. It is communication error between user interface board and main control
board. When you open top cover of your washer, you will see on the right side gray box, this is
main control board. You need to check continuity between user interface board and main
through the ribbon cable. If it fine, then you need to change user interface or main control
board. My Maytag Epic Z is not beginning any cycle anymore. It tries for 3 or 4 minutes to get
going then displays F Hello Maria, F30 â€” dispenser motor issue. Remove top cover of your
washer and you will see on the left side on the back of the dispenser motor with lever. Clean
that area from calcium deposits and it should solve the problem. I was replacing the door strike
because it got broken off, and I opened the washing machine with 4 minutes left on a spin cycle.
I was able to get the new door strike on but now I cant use the machineâ€¦.. F26 error â€” If the
door has not been open for 3 consecutive cycles or the door switch is open while the door is
locked for more then 5 seconds. Possible Causes: Door not opened during 3 consecutive cycles
Solution: Open and close the door. Solution: Push the door and check if its completely closed
or check door switch contacts. What does 56 mean on a front loading Whirlpool? Thank you
much. Hi Eugene, thanks for the help on here. I have an F0E5 code. Seems to wash just fine just
no audio level noise. This happened over night. Any suggestions? Ran washer for test first

load. Everything was fine, load washer now getting a flashing Washer displays the as soon as
its energized with no control manipulation. Hi Gordon, i would check motor control unit.
Especially on the back side of that unit. This is what i am talking about, but make sure it will fit
for your model. The washer worked fine last time I used it. The drum turns, but I can hear a
moderate hum, and no water is going into the machine. Any ideas? Thanks, Billy. F0E5 error
code not related to washer not getting water. Did you check the water taps to the washer? I have
a Whirlpool front load washer. The washer continued through its wash cycle. Washer still
worksâ€¦ do these mean anything to you? CL â€” a reminder to run the Clean Washer cycle and
will appear after 30 cycles. The code will automatically clear once a Clean Washer cycle has
completed or after three cycles OB â€” unbalanced load. Most likely MCU has failed. What is the
model number of your washer, i could help you to find new MCU? Well we unplugged the
washer last night and let it set overnight. Plugged it back in and turned power on. Do I have to
open the door to access the model number? Door locked for a reason. Do you have water in the
drum? How do I get the water out or the door open? Does your washer has an inspection
window at the bottom? If yes, remove that and you can drain the water first. After that, you can
open the door. I have a maytag mvwbfw0 showing f7e5 error. I replaced the clutch but same
issue. The agitator will move but the basket will not. I have checked for any binding and there
seems to be no binds in the basket and it spins freely. I was hoping to go into diagnostics and
use some of the features to test the clutch and motor to see if there was a fault but not sure
what test run. Any idea what is causing the issue? Seems like a wiring issue from the control
board to the clutch. In order to run diagnostic mode, press any 3 buttons besides Power in
sequence , , After that press button 2 as i remember and then Start button. It will start Self
Diagnostic Test. Nothing comes up for F4E1 error code. But check if you have a service manual
underneath the washer top cover. I have a front load Maytag washer and within 1 to 2 minutes of
starting any cycle including the clean cycle I get error codes E01 and F Any info on this would
be greatly appreciated before I called service. F3E1 â€” water level error. You need to check
water pressure switch and hose from the switch to the drum to make sure its not clogged just
blow into it. I was eventually able to cause a reset after it seemed no UI keys would function, the
pause eventually succeeded. Then while leaning over the machine to unplug if for a hard reboot,
things started working. I have a maytag maxima steam MCT front loading washer, id been using
it all day just fine. I put in some bed sheets and a couple towels after the cycle started for a lil bit
it started digging and flashed an error message. I didnt get to see the error message but once
before it kicked over like it was draining. I dont remember the error message. Idk what
happened. Please help. F25 error â€” speed sensor or tachometer issue. Speed sensor is the
part of the main motor. You need to check the wires continuity using a multimeter, from the
motor to the control board. If wires are ok, then the problem with motor itself. My issue is that
the timer will go from 23 minutes to 1 hour 30 minutes or more on a load of clothes. F0E3
oversized load detected. Did you try to put fewer clothes and see if it solve the problem? Does it
make unusual sounds during wash cycle? My front load Whirlpool is not draining properly and
the error code 33 appears. Once I turn the washer off the water drains. Save my name, email,
and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam.
Learn how your comment data is processed. What Are Pros and Cons? I have a whirpool front
loader and the display says door locked in red error messages were E 02 and F 06 Reply. F0E9
â€” unbalanced load Reply. Maytag top loader under 6 months old says LF no matter what we
do. The water inlet valve clogged or water tap is OFF Reply. Possible Causes: Door not opened
during 3 consecutive cycles Solution: Open and close the door Possible causes: Door switch
open while door is locked Solution: Push the door and check if its completely closed or check
door switch contacts Reply. Thank you much Reply. Nave no idea, sorry Reply. Unbalanced
load Reply. Washer displays the as soon as its energized with no control manipulation Reply.
Maybe its a software version? IDK Reply. Hey Gene, I have a Whirlpool front load washer. Sorry,
have no idea Reply. F8E3 â€” issue with the drain pump, being stuck. Thanks Reply. The code
will automatically clear once a Clean Washer cycle has completed or after three cycles OB â€”
unbalanced load Reply. What does the code F06E01 mean? After that, you can open the door
Reply. What does an error code 0F6 mean? Did you mean F06? Hi, I received f4e You need to
check water pressure switch and hose from the switch to the drum to make sure its not clogged
just blow into it Reply. Can you take a video? Thanks for keeping this thread active in such a
prompt manner! Please help Reply. How do I fix it? If wires are ok, then the problem with motor
itself Reply. Hello, need some advice, E12 code in my whirlpool frontload washer.. Nothing
comes up with E12 error code. I recommend you to call Whirlpool support Reply. Hi I have a
Maytag epic z washer has a code F21 any advice Reply. F21 error â€” not draining properly.
Check drain filter on your washer. My issue is that the timer will go from 23 minutes to 1 hour 30
minutes or more on a load of clothes My error code is F0E3. In diagnostic mode it say and is

filling the tub with water. What can I check next Reply. Check the drain filter, maybe its partially
clogged. Open Accessibility Menu. Brands We Service. Careers Link opens in a new tab. Press
Center. Own a Franchise Link opens in a new tab. A Neighborly Company. Qualified Experts.
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Back Wisconsin. Back Wyoming. Microwaves were first introduced for household use in ,
although they didn't become affordable until well into the s. Since that time, the microwave oven
has become a staple in most homes My Garbage Disposal Stinks and It's Terrible A garbage
disposal is a valuable addition to any kitchen, helping to reduce the volume of household waste
and make cleaning up after meal preparation a breeze. While your disposal is designed to Small
Kitchen Organization and Storage Ideas Whether you're a budding chef or can barely boil water,
you still have to eat! If your kitchen is short on room, preparing even the simplest of meals can
be a challenge, but the kitchen appliance Garbage Disposal Won't Spin? Here's What to Do A
garbage disposal is a modern convenience that helps to convert food scraps into a manageable
size and texture that can be easily disposed of through your plumbing system. In addition to the
added Luckily, a simple substitution What is a Smart Refrigerator? The kitchens of today are
more connected than ever before with feature-rich, futuristic appliances that are both beautiful
and functional. A smart refrigerator is a great addition to any kitchen with Garbage Disposal Not
Draining? Do This Next Have you noticed that water is not draining from your sink on the same
side as the garbage disposal? Maybe you see gross gunk bubbling out of the drain too. All
signs point to a clogged garbage When it comes to preparing a large meal including all your
favorites, timing is everythingâ€”but whether you may be tempted to cut down on the three to
five hours it takes to roast a large bird, or your A second fridge is a great addition to any home,
not only during the holiday season when you may have an excess amount of food, but also for
those who have large families, prefer to purchase in bulk, Do Appliances Need to Match in Order
to Look Nice Whether you are renovating your kitchen or it is time to replace one or more of
your appliances, you'll need to make a number of decisions about the size, features, energy
efficiency, and cost of any You can try out these solutions to fix the UE error code and get your
washer spinning again:. In many cases, a tangled bed sheet or a balled-up pair of any clothing
will make the washer bang and thump. When you have some big tangled clothes weighing down
any side of the spin basket, the basked will fail to spin and perform its function. This usually
resolves the issue. When there is a single-item load or a small load, it can also lead to the

unbalance. You can try adding a few more items like a few towels to allow the washer to balance
out which will allow the basket to spin without flashing the UE fault error. A UE error may als
hyundai golf cart wiring diagram
91 ford ranger manual transmission
xterra nissan 2007
o appear due to oversized loads. When this happens, the washer is unable to distribute the load
within the basket. Therefore, you should check if you have overfilled the washer and remove a
few items before restarting the cycle. For future uses, ensure that you loosely load the items
and do not press things in. If the load is balanced and your washer still displays a UE error
code, you should take a look at the levelling legs under the washing machine. Make sure that
they are firmly sitting on the floor to give the washer stability when it spins and avoid rocking.
Adjusting the legs should make it stable, and fix the error. You can check the parts by just
unplugging the washer and removing the top panel. Now, you can either replace the broken part
yourself or leave it to a service technician. The Debate. Breaking News. LG washing machine UE
error is quite common and it is likely that you have come across this error. Continue reading to
learn how you can fix this error code. Written By.

